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Club President Editorial

"Onwards and Upwards." Andrew Eldridge, Club President.

W

e’re entering a great time of
the year when it is cool in
the aircraft, the air is smooth,
visibility is often excellent, and
flying can be a pure delight. I hope you take
the opportunity to get airborne. Don’t forget
that club competitions and activities continue
unabated through winter, and it would be great
to see all our members participating.
In April, we were treated to a wonderful photo
exhibition by Danielle Briggs. Danielle
brilliantly captured the theme of flight in her
hand-crafted black and white photos, taken on
film. This was Danielle’s first exhibition, and
it was opened enthusiastically by the Mayor
of Cockburn, Mr Logan Howlett. I hope you
were lucky enough to see Danielle’s excellent
exhibition.
May will be a busy month at the Club. For
RACWA members who are also members of
the Australian Women Pilots’ Association, the
Annual AGM and Conference will be held
in Perth this year, and the Air Trial will be
conducted from RACWA on 3rd May. Lady
pilots – if you are not yet members of AWPA,
this might be a great time to consider joining. The Club will hold another Open Day on
Saturday 26th May. In the past, Open Days
have been a very successful way to promote
the Club to members of the public. If you are
interested in assisting as a greeter or marshal,
please let the Club know at info@royalaeroclubwa.com.au.
Perhaps only a handful of members will
recall the Great Western Air Races of the 80s
and 90s. These were great flying adventures,

Flying Adventures, 90's style!

spread over multiple days, where a group of
keen aviators would fly to a destination within
4 or 5 flying hours of Jandakot. Once arrived
and settled in with a good meal and a beer,
we would spend the night recounting the
adventures of the day, and return to Jandakot
the following day for a dinner and prize-giving
ceremony. The competitive aspect of the event
consists of an air trial and an air race each day.
An air trial tests each team’s ability to navigate
accurately to find landmarks, and answer
questions about them. The air race component
is a pure test of navigational and flying accuracy.
This is a great opportunity to get a group
of pilots together and form a team for a fun
weekend away. Total flying time will be less
than 10 hours, and we will advise the costs of
food and accommodation shortly, as details are
confirmed. The destination remains secret,
but I can hint that it will be in the goldfields,
and we will travel via some interesting lunch
destinations on the way there and back. This is
scheduled for early October, so start psyching
yourselves up!
The Club continues to power ahead with 18
TAFE students due to commence in July. Our
relationship with TAFE is very strong and we
hope it continues long into the future.
The Club and the broader flying training
industry continue to struggle under recent
regulatory reforms. I attended the Annual
Flying Training Conference of the Royal
Federation of Aero Clubs of Australia, held
in Maitland, NSW in March. All of the
ongoing issues we are experiencing at
RACWA are also being felt at other clubs and
flight schools around the country. Many issues

arising from Part 61 continue to dog us. These
affect our ability to examine candidates, to
train instructors to become examiners, and
to train instructors to teach certain skills.
Ultimately it affects you as pilots, when you are
unable to get your NVFR rating for example,
because we can’t source an examiner. CASA
is aware of the issues, and they are becoming
more and more cognisant that they need
to fix them promptly or risk damaging the
industry. We were impressed by the calibre of
the CASA representatives at the conference,
but as with any large organisation and complex
set of regulations, it will take longer than
we would like. It seems that CASA is
starting to move in the right direction.
Certainly CASA has improved its industry
consultation process in the last 12 months, and
if you haven’t already, I recommend checking the CASA Consultation Hub at https://
consultation.casa.gov.au/. Every pilot is entitled to give feedback via the hub and I would
encourage you to do so.
About 9 months ago we commenced rewriting
the Club Constitution as required by the new
Associations Incorporations Act. This process
is still underway, but we won’t be ready for
member review until June/July. This means
we won’t have time to hold a separate EGM to
approve the new constitution before year end,
and instead it will need to be done at the AGM
in September. As soon as the draft is available
for member review we will make it available,
but it is incumbent upon our members to
become involved in the process and provide
feedback prior to the AGM, so that hopefully
we have smooth passage of the constitution at
the AGM. Happy flying.

Club Captain Report
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"Welcome to another month of rants, raves and general thoughts." Russell Philip, Club Captain.

S

o, when your Club Captain gets lazy
and delays writing his musings in one
month, the next one comes around at
about the same pace as Strega at the
Reno Air Races (ie damn fast). The other consequence is he doesn’t have much to write
about.
The current competition standings are in the
table below, with Peter Marshall leading by a
nose to Russell Philip with Jim Campbell in
3rd place.
Name

Running Score

Peter Marshall

666

Russell Philip

665

Jim Campbell

560

Sylvia Byers

385

Rod Garnaut

382

Jim DiMenna

368

John Look

354

Stephen Wilson

342

Haydn Vernon

323

Michael Stenson

284

Adrian Page

167

Jeff Stein

166

Debbie Speak

150

Keith Milner

144

Rob van Hamersveld

141

Martin Karl

106

John Althaus

106

Liz Garcia

104

Kayla Aitken

100

Brendan Cox

95

Linda Maule

94

Cheryl Simpson

90

Alex Hartner

83

Janette Larobina

76

Mandy Newell

70

Sue Eldridge

60

James Robertson

53

Martin Jones

43

T

The night flying season is fast approaching
with the first one on 2/5/18. We also have a
Glide Approach circuit at YMUL on 6/5 –
Early this month due to Mothers Day on the
13th. There will be a Club Open Day on 26/5
and an Instrument Circuit at Jandakot on 27/5.
The 6th of June sees us celebrate D-day with
a night flying competition (No 2) and then the

Bomber Command commemorative flight on
9/6 and the YMUL Instrument Circuit on 10/6.
Come along and try and relegate Peter, Jim,
and me.
I look forward to seeing you around the club,
and in the meantime try to keep your number
of landings equal to your number of takeoffs.

Results from "Nightfly1" held at Jandakot 2/5/18: Rated 1, Nic French; 2, Russell Philip;
3, Jim Di Menna. Non-rated: 1, Mark Rodoreda; 2, Ian McDonald; 3, Sean Peters.
Photo courtesy Jim Campbell.

here are moves afoot to have a
combination fly-in/air trial/air race
later in the year, probably in October.
Watch this space for details.

We are also starting the formal organising for
WALAC. Volunteers will be required for many
of the activities, so again, watch this space for
details and if you aren’t flying be ready to be
press-ganged into marshalling, ground judging,
catering support, or any of the gazillion
other tasks that will need to be performed
in the lead-up to the competition, on the
weekend. Then in the aftermath., cleaning up.

Placegetters at YMUL Prrecision Circuit Challenge 8/4/18 1st John Althuis; 2nd equal
Liz Garcia, Russell Philip, Gary Evans: 3rd Jeff Stein. Welcome to the newbies, very well
done!! — with Gary Evans. Photo courtesy Jim Campbell.
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GENERAL AVIATION

What are they doing now...

Here is the story of Greg Wilson, the next in the series, “What are they doing now”. Greg is
a larger than life character who really entertained us and made a big contribution to the Club.

I

knew I wanted to be a pilot from a young
age. I had a TIF at the club at 15 years
and 9 months and started learning to fly
at the Aero Club on my 16thbirthday in
May 1977.
I passed my Commercial Pilot licence on the
5th of November 1980, and was very fortunate
to already have a job. I had had an interview
with what was then, the Forestry Department
a month earlier, for the upcoming Fire Spotting Season. I had been advised that I had been
successful, pending the issue of my Commercial
Licence. So the day after I passed my flight
test, I started work at Nannup as a Fire Spotter
flying Piper Super Cubs.
When the Fire Spotting Season came to an
end it was time to decide what to do next. It
was back to the Aero Club to do an Instructor
Rating. At the end of my rating I was lucky
enough to be offered a full time instructor position at the Club by JD.
They were heady days back then. The Club
was flying 30000 hours a year, and we were
not just instructors, we were expected to be
everything!! Answer phones, take money, do
bookings, fill up the drink machine…you name
it, we did it and loved it. And every Friday,
Saturday and Sunday night the bar was packed
out…leading to some great times!!!
I instructed at the Aero Club for 7 years. One
Saturday morning I took a phone call at the Club.
The person on the other end said, “You don’t
know me, but you have been recommended
to me by another pilot. I have a brand new Piper
Seneca based in Karratha and we are looking
for a Company Pilot. Are you interested?”
I rang my girlfriend, (soon to be my wife), and
said , “I am going to take a job in Karratha”,
and luckily she agreed to come with me. The
next 12 months saw me flying all over the
North West and Northern Territory. We loved
living in Karratha and made some great life
long friends there. On some weekends we
were allowed to use the aircraft and that saw
us doing trips to Broome and the Newman
races amongst other places.
During my time in Karratha I was lucky
enough to be interviewed by Ansett Airlines.
This was the company I had wanted to work
for since I was about 7 years old, and I put a lot
of effort into the preparation for the interview.
In December 1986, I was overjoyed to be
advised I had been selected to start a Fokker
F27 course in Melbourne, commencing in
February the following year.!!!!!!
At the end of my F27 ground school, I was

advised of 2 things. Firstly I would be based
in Sydney, and secondly, there were vacancies
on the F28 in Perth. If I was interested , I could
put in for a slot.
So Sue and I only had 8 months living in Sydney
and it was back to Perth, for me to do my F28
training!!!
The next 2 and a bit years I spent flying the
magnificent “pocket rocket” around WA, the
Northern Territory and Queensland.

200 command. They were phased out shortly
afterwards and I moved to the 737-300. A few
years later the 300 series themselves were
phased out to be replaced by the -800 series.
By the time I left, the fleet had grown from
10 aircraft to 61 with 97 destinations around
Europe, Africa and the Middle East. Today
Transavia has a fleet of 81 737-800s with 144
destinations.

August 1989 saw the Airline Dispute escalate
and 1000 pilots from Ansett, TAA, IPEC and
East West found themselves out of a job. With
no prospects of a job in Australia many of us
started to look overseas to continue our flying
careers.
One evening I got a fax (no emails or mobile
phones in those days!), from another ex Ansett
WA pilot to say he had just been employed by
a very small airline in the Netherlands called
Transavia Airlines as a 737 First Officer. He
said that they were desperate for experienced
pilots and suggested I apply.
After much discussion about whether we
wanted to move to Holland, I faxed off a CV.
The next day I got a fax back asking when I
would be available to go to Amsterdam for an
interview. I arrived in Amsterdam on the 27th
April, 1990 for the interview process. A week
later I was advised that I had been successful
and I was to commence a Boeing 737-200
course in February 1991. So it was back to
Australia to sell the house pack up and plan
our new life in the Netherlands!

L to R: Anna, Greg and Daniel at
Schipol Airport, 2003.

Unfortunately, the first Gulf War broke out
(decimating aviation worldwide) just before I
was due to leave for Holland and I received a
fax from Transavia to advise that my course
had been delayed for a year!!!
So there we were, homeless with a brand new
baby and all our worldly possessions on a ship
on the way to Holland!!!! We moved in with
Sue's parents (life savers!!) and once again
good old JD came to my rescue and offered
me a job instructing back at the Aero Club!! So
it was back to instructing for a year and then
off to Holland early 1992.
I have always called Transavia “the greatest
little airline no one has heard of”. When I started
they had a fleet of 10 737-200s. The week
before I started it had been announced that
KLM had bought 100 percent of Transavia
shares. This led to rapid expansion, with 737300 and 757 orders coming quickly. I was only
in Transavia for 3 years when I got my 737-

Michael & Greg in Rome, 2010.
Although it had been my original intention to
stay “a few years” in Holland and then move
on…I ended up staying 17 and half years!! I
loved Transavia and I loved the job…it was
simply a wonderful place to work. I was lucky
enough to eventually become a senior Check
and Training Captain…amongst other things
training new Training Captains as well as
new First Officers and carrying out simulator
checks.

T

here were many highlights from my
time with Transavia, but the biggest
was being asked to manage a “Wet
Lease“ operation in Bali for a new
start up airline. We would provide an aircraft
and cockpit and cabin crew (that would be
rotated on a 6 weekly basis from Amsterdam)
and fly daily between Denpasar, Perth and Adelaide. I was asked if I would like to live in
Bali and manage the whole operation…and the
kicker was I could go home to Perth on most
weekends!!!! (Sue and the 3 kids had moved
back to Australia when our eldest child started
school and for 12 years the 5 of us commuted
between Perth and Amsterdam, the “Suitcase
Routine”, Sue called it.
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By pure coincidence, my last flight (and I
knew it would be my last flight..I had decided
after 38 years and 22000 hours, this was it,
I was walking way from aviation), was to
Amsterdam. I let all my Dutch friends from
Transavia know via Facebook I was on my
last flight and staying at the Hilton (which
happens to be across the road from Transavia
HQ). That night saw about 100 people from
Transavia turn up a different times to have
a drink and wish me well, it was a really
great send off to my flying career!!!

Initially, the contract was to be for 6 months…
however things went so well our contract was
extended for another 18 months, so I ended up
living in and flying out of Bali for 2 years!!!
Each year Transavia awards one employee
the “Kai”” award. It means “rock” in Dutch
and it means you are a “rock” of the company,
someone the company’s foundations are built
on, and it is held with great esteem within the
airline. I was both shocked and honoured to
be awarded the Kia at a special ceremony in
2004, for my work and services to Transavia
during the Bali contract.
As much as I loved working at Transavia, the
“tyranny of distance” was starting to take its
toll and I started to look for something closer
to home. I applied for a position as a Boeing
777 Captain with Emirates and was accepted to
commence a course in November 2006. So it
was with a heavy heart I said goodbye to all my
friends at Transavia and set off to start another
new life in Dubai.
For almost the next 8 years I flew the 777 all
around the world, visiting many many places.
As my 25thyear of living overseas approached ,
I started to take stock of things and with the
support of my darling wife, I decided the
time had come to give up flying and move
back home. I submitted my resignation and
prepared to move back to Australia.

A few of my Dutch Transavia friends...
on the Eve of my last flight, 21st March
2015...at the Amsterdam Hilton Airport Hotel

Last flight.. 22nd March 2015, Captain
Boeing 777 arrival at Dubai Airport.
So it was back to Australia, and after a few
months off, I started to look for something to
do. Anything really, and I quickly found out that
once you are over 50, you are almost on the scrap
heap as far as most employers are concerned!!

First day driving...we were allowed to
touch the controls in the Claisebrook
Railcar Yard in East Perth...we didnt really
"drive" it anywhere!!!!

Having been been rejected by the likes of
Bunnings and Woolies, I was starting to wonder
if I would ever be employed again!!
Then in April 2016, I saw an ad..”Have you
ever thought about being a Train Driver?”
I thought…I might give this a go. What I
did not know at that stage, there are literally
thousands of applicants each time an advert
for Train Drivers is placed,and the recruitment
process takes months!!! (It was harder than
getting into an airline!!)
After going through the entire selection process, I received THE EMAIL in March 2017
to say I had successfully passed the selection
process and had been selected to start the Railcar
Driver Training Course on the 17thJuly 2017!!
So, with 13 other guys, who would become
great friends, I started a 6 month and 3 week
training course. 11 weeks in the classroom
(with many exams along the way), and 14
weeks “On Track” training, and what a steep
learning curve it was!!!! Finally on the 27th
of January this year, after a final 3 day “flight
Greg & Anna, Perth, March 2018.
test”, the examiner shook my hand and said “
Well done Greg, you are now a fully qualified The funny thing is, I have not missed flying
Rail Car driver.”
for one minute. I really thought I would have,
but I haven’t. I guess that means I got out at
And I love it! I am having a blast. I work in a the correct time.
lovely place with some wonderful people and
love the job.
So that’s my story from a TIF at 15 in 1977 to
driving trains at 57 in 2018!!
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Achievers

CASEY DWYER

- Round of applause on your
First Solo.

JAMES TAMPLIN

- Kudos on your First Solo.

CALVYN CLACK

- Pat on the back on your
First Solo.

AHMAD EL KHATIB

- Congrats on your First Solo.

ADDITIONAL
FIRST SOLOS:

Lennard Lee, Phillip Lee,
Stefan Shircore

DILLON LALOR

- Good work on your RPL.

EMMA WHYTE

- Gold star on your RPL.

IMESH
ABEYGOONEWARDENA

- Singing your praises on your RPL.

ADDITIONAL RPL
Benjamin Dunleavy,
Christopher Shepard

AYUSH GUPTA

MICHAEL A. THOMAS

- Let's hear it for your
RPL.

RYAN MOK

- Well done on your PPL.

FRANSUA GROBLER
- Well done on your PPL.

LUKE HOWE

- Well done on your PPL.

- Well done on your PPL.

JACK MARTINDALE

JEFFREY SPAGNOL

- Round of applause on
your CPL.

- Kudos on your CPL.
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Achievers

ADDITIONAL
CPLS:

NVFR RATING:
Haidar Serdahi,
Elizabeth Garcia

Chris Burns

BROXON BROOKFIELD
- Pat on the back on your CPL.

ANDREW BROWN
- Good work on your
Instrument Rating.

Kalgoorlie
Flight 1913

Verse by Ned Newcombe
Black and white photo courtesy of RAAF
Association WA Aviation Heritage Museum

T

en years on from Kitty Hawke
When both the brothers Wright
Had broke the bonds of gravity
And made their gallant flight

A group of Goldfields pioneers
Against terrific odds
Sought to build an aeroplane
To imitate the gods

The winning ticket guaranteed		
A prize you couldn’t beat			
A trip aloft around the town			
Strapped in the dickie seat

With utmost skill he brought her down		
But hit the running rail			
The prop was smashed but Geere and friend
Survived to tell the tale

Around a fifty horsepower Gnome
They made a stout machine			
Though only one had seen a flight
Their courage kept them keen

A pretty lass the auction won			
And quickly took her place 			
She sat in front without a hood		
The open void to face

Over eighty years have passed		
Beyond that glorious day			
No other pilot anywhere			
Has flown a plane that way

Fitters, turners engineers			
Kalgoorlie trained them well
Coolgardie twenty miles away
Was where the action fell

On take-off as the public cheered		
The girl was struck by fear			
She tried to leap back to the ground		
Was saved by pilot Geere

Many records have been smashed		
By wizards of the air			
But none has touched this dauntless deed
And none will ever dare

Working hard - success was theirs
They strove to do their best			
A crash or two- repairs were done		
And then another test

He reached ahead and held her down		
The plane had got too high			
A miracle he then performed			
There in the open sky

We’ll never see their like again		
They’re gone like desert snow		
Those men of vision from the bush		
Who showed us where to go

At last to Kal the plane was flown		
The pilot named Ted Geere			
Welcomed by the cheering crowd		
Refreshed with Hannans beer

In the cockpit standing up			
A struggle-hard to hold			
The rearing aircraft and the girl		
Half crazed with madness bold		

At the Town Hall - put on show		
Throughout the day and night			
Then to the Racecourse just to do		
A demonstration flight

At last a likely landing space			
Along the final straight			
Geere almost made the perfect touch		
Just by the saddling gate

Six hundred metres in the air			
A perfect landing made			
Then an auction sale was held		
The Red Cross getting paid

However-even superman			
Would find it hard to land			
One arm around the passenger 		
The joystick just in hand

The prop of the aircraft in the verse is
the exact same one, now living next to
the lift, at the RACWA Operations.
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Welcome New Club Members!
Karthegasue Bakavathi
Khooshvin Balgobin
Katie Basso
Santiago Belaus
Thomas Bellamy
Matthew Boere
Michael Bruszewski
Nick Buri
Rumbidzai Chitumwa
Samantha Dalgleish
Scott Dolling
Jim Dowell
Peter Durham
Stefanie Elliott-Shircore
Craig Foran
Niall Fraser
Michael Haines
Michael Henderson
Julian Jacobs
James Kwik
Louise Langford
Abigail Logan
Lionel Platel
Aaron Ramilo
Amy Redford

• Debbie Rosier
• Gautaman Senivasan
• Sam Taylor
• Julia Warder
Downoad our Membership Guide:
www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au/content/page/join-racwa.html

Hangar for Rent
Southern End of Jandakot

Call 0419 172 986
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LOCAL AVIATION

The Red Baron Commemorative Flight
20th April 2018 Perth Water, Perth WA

"The name RED BARON, has been synonymous with all facets of aviation especially flyers of
vintage aircraft, warbirds and the like". Mick Harcourt. RACWA Life Member.

B

aron Manfred Von Richtoven,
The Red Baron as he was eventually known, was credited with
80 aerial victories during the
First World War (1914 – 1918) ,
before his demise on 21st April 1918. As the
leader of JASTA 11, he encouraged his fellow
pilots to paint their aircraft in garish colours,
his own, among others, was a bright red Fokker
Triplane and the whole outfit was known as
The Flying Circus.
On the morning of 21st April around 11am, he
was engaged in a low level aerial fight with
aircraft of the RAF as well as taking ground
fire from an Australian Company, which led
to him making an emergency landing in a
field in France, whereupon the first people in
attendance found him uttering his last words.
He then gave out and died. He was 25 years old.
He was given full military honours and buried
locally.

Werner made contact with several Vintage
aircraft owners and flyers to see how feasible it
would be to put a flight of Vintage aircraft up
to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the
death of the famous (or infamous) Red Baron.
Jandakot would put up a Tiger Moth VH-CKF
of the Royal Aero Club of WA, flown by senior
Instructor Jarrod Rowe, passenger Mogens
Johansen. Serpentine was able to field three
aircraft – Tiger Moth VH-WFN flown by
owner Bill Dearle, Tiger Moth VH-NIG flown
by Nigel Emmans with his lovely wife Lesley
and Yak 18 VH-OOZ flown by owner Franc
Smit with Mick Harcourt in the back seat.

away we went heading to the City and Perth
Water after being given clearance, of course.
Werner took the lead and the Yak slipped into
Line astern and the five of us headed towards
the Narrows Bridge, gateway to Perth Water
and the City block.
An orbit of Perth water at 1000 under a perfect
autumn sky with plenty of blue and a smattering of distant cumulus made the day seem
ideal for any sort of flying and I was feeling a
little envious not to have been flying one of
the Tigers myself, but happy in the knowledge
that at least I was there!

Werner had submitted a flight plan on behalf
of everyone and so the trick was to overcome
a logistic nightmare and get us all to meet up
from various locations at the same time.

From the City we were cleared out to Cottesloe
and en-route made the split, with Werner and
Jarrod breaking right and to the north whilst
we maintained a westerly heading for a short

We took a little while getting to our rendezvous
point overhead Fremantle, in fact Werner beat
us there in the Grumman G146C Red Baron
Float Plane VH-KKD and came down a little

time before Nigel gave the lead to Franc in the
Yak, knowing that we would pour on the coals
and high tail it back to Serpentine at Yak speed
(a screaming 90 knots) as opposed to the 70 of
the Tigers!

There has been much conjecture as to who was
actually responsible for shooting down The
Red Baron, however, it is sufficient to know for
this article that he met his demise at this time.
Let’s move forward to 2018 and the beautiful,
city of Perth, situated on the Swan River
after it has meandered through vineyards and
wineries, then opens out to Perth Water,
opposite the City, before taking a slow
journey through Fremantle, to the Indian
Ocean. An ideal location to operate Float Planes
from. So it is, that a Float Plane offering Joy
Flights has its base there, owner Mack
McCormack, has gradually worked his joyflight
business into a ‘must do’ for Perth locals and
Tourists alike. The aircraft can be seen doing
regular flights out from the City area along
the river to Fremantle...it can be seen quite
clearly in fact, because not only is it painted
red, but it is also known as The Red Baron!

We delayed slightly en-route back to Serpentine
for a couple of orbits and heard the Tigers call
inbound, then in the circuit for Runway 27 grass,
so we let them get ahead, joined the circuit
well behind them and came in for a perfect full
stop landing, taxied back, then shut down.

Now it would seem that one of Mack’s pilot’s,
is none other than Werner Buhlmann, a name
just as famous as the Red Baron, well, certainly
in Western Australian flying circles!

way to the south to meet us and form up as per
briefing. This done, we did a couple of orbits
over Port Beach while waiting for Jarrod in CKF.
Presently, Jarrod spotted us, formed up and so

All thanks to Werner, Mack, RACWA and
Serpentine's existence to provide aircraft and
the knowledge of how to utilise them both safely
and efficiently. It seems that no-one actually shot
down the Red Baron on this sortie.......but just
wait till 3018......! Photos courtesy Mathew
Boggs and Lesley Emmans.
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SAFETY

Flat Tyre at Rottnest

"As stressful as the experience was, it was amazing to see the spirit of aviation alive and well."
Anton Menkveld. RACWA Club Member.

I

t was a great day and the weather was
perfect for our flight around the city and
over to Rottnest for lunch in Cessna 172
VH-KXW. As we approached Fremantle
Golf Course there was a bit of turbulence
around and one of my passengers was starting
to get nervous. I was not sure we should go as
far as Rottnest, but as we got back out to the
coast, after flying around the city, she had relaxed
enough and Rottnest beckoned on the horizon.
We had a lovely lunch with great views and
food, but it all went a bit wrong as we set off
for home. A quick (in hindsight, probably not
thorough enough) check over the aircraft and
we were good to go. Taxing out was uneventful
until reaching the end of the runway and
turning to line up for take-off. I suddenly felt
the aircraft pulling to the right and then stopped
abruptly. It’s then that I realised the right
main tyre had burst and the aircraft refused
to move any further. We were stuck on the
piano keys, unable to taxi off the runway or
back to the apron.
I made a radio call to Perth centre to advise them
of our problem and then went looking for help.
Thankfully the mobile phone had reception
and plenty of charge. Eventually a plan was
in action.
Maintenance personnel from Rottnest arrived
with runway markers and cones and displaced
the threshold by about 100m, which would at
least allow other aircraft to land.
Another call to RACWA resulted in crew of
“rescue workers” being dispatched to come
and help us. Instructor Mike Thomas arrived in
Cessna 206 VH-SHZ with a cobbled together
team of volunteers: Michael Thomas (Jnr) –

Picture for Illustration Purposes Only.

Mike’s son, currently in the middle of his PPL
nav training, Herman Tsang – ground instructor
with WAAC, in on his day off. Ryan
Mok - WAAC student who happened to
be at the club on his day off. Tim Berryman – my instructor, who I discovered
later was a last-minute ring in, that SHZ
stopped to pick up as they were taxiing out.
In addition, Lewis Newman, another RACWA
member had taken Partenavia VH-IXE, filled
with his friends over to Rottnest for the day, so
he and his mates were roped in to help.
Armed with nothing but a small toolbox and a
cobbled together band of volunteers we set out
on the long walk from the apron to the threshold
of RWY 09 with the intention of pushing
KXW back to the apron, where it could be
secured until someone could be organised to
come and replace the tyre.
The shadows were starting to get longer and
after the time taken just to walk to the aircraft, without having to try and push it, it was
apparent there was no way the aircraft could
be manhandled the length of the runway before we ran out of daylight and were all stuck
on the Island for the night.
The plan was changed to move the aircraft outside the runway strip at the end of the runway
where we already were, and we set to work.
The wheel spat was removed from around the
flat tyre to allow the rim to rotate. There on the
tyre was a bad flat spot that had created all the
drama. I am still not sure how the flat spot got
there, we had a normal landing, but the fact
remains, I missed it in my prefight. A mistake
that I won’t be making again.

The volunteers gathered around the wing
struts and found a spot to lift and push from
and progressively the aircraft was heaved off
the end of the runway, through the sand and
clear of the gable markers.
The temporary threshold was removed, and it
was time to get going before last light became
an issue for IXE and SHZ to get back. I’d arranged
for my wife, Alicia to go back on the only spare
seat in SHZ and I had to head back to see if I
could organise a ticket on the ferry. However,
Alicia was nowhere to be found and it turns
she had already arranged a lift back with the
guys at Rottnest Air Taxi, so the seat on SHZ
was available for me to get home.
We taxied out in front of IXE, turned, waited for
them to depart and then followed them back
towards Jandakot. A short time later we were
back in the Jandakot circuit, with the tower
closed and the sun starting to sink below the horizon, but we’d made it back before last light.
As stressful as the experience was, it was
amazing to see the spirit of aviation alive and
well. There was a great attitude from everyone that assisted, demonstrating the great club
spirit with off-duty instructors, students and
club members all pitching in to help. I would
like to sincerely thank everyone involved, as I
don’t know what I would have done without
your help.
They say a good pilot is always learning, so
the main lesson in this is to properly check
your tyres, especially when you’re going to be
landing at a remote airstrip, and to never take
club support for granted.

TARMAC TOPICS

CLUB FLYING

Into the 21st century

"The interior hallways get 'highgated* with a new paint job". Mark Heller, WAAC Lecturer.

*highgated new paint colour

Headset Issues (Again) Glen Caple, RACWA Chief Engineer.

R

ACWA has available approx. 20
headsets for use by members and
students. Repairs to these headsets is time consuming and costly.
The need for the vast majority of
these repairs can be eliminated by more care in
the use of the headsets.
Damage to the microphone and headphone wires where they connect to the
mic. and phone plugs is most common
and can be prevented by using only the

body of the plug to install and remove.
Pulling on the wires WILL damage the
connection inside the plug.
The next most frequent damage is caused by
bending of the wire where it exits the headset earpiece. If you wrap the wire around the
headset after use it is best to leave a little slack
at this bend point so as to avoid a kink.
Physical damage to the headset by sitting on
it or getting it jammed in the seat mechanism

during seat adjustment can be prevented by a
little care and forethought.
Lastly, leaving the headset on the glare-shield
exposed to sunlight and heat will cause the
plastic to become brittle and the ear cushions
to become hard and uncomfortable.
If you see any damage or loose fasteners in
a headset please report it to the front counter
team on your return.
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Murrayfield Matters

"The brisk winds of winter are now looming just around the corner". Cameron Williams,
RACWA Grade 2 Flight Instructor.

A

s we come rolling into winter,
conditions for varying qualities
of flying are now on the horizon. Whilst it can’t be denied
that it brings with it the days of
coffee breaks and waiting for cloud to clear,
so too does it often bring with it some of the
most smooth, dreamlike conditions of the year.
Gone are the thermals of summer, replaced
down here with a happily-full rain water tank,
a warm toasty office, and with a little luck,
some happy pilots getting up amongst some
great flying.
Flying at the aerodrome over the past few
months has been quite prosperous, with many
students now nearing the completion of their

RPL training. But the flying which every man
and their dog appears to have been rearing to
get stuck into, is aerobatics endorsements; currently 8 completed is as many weeks! It has
been exciting to see so many pilots wishing to
learn how to fly their aircraft to its limits in
aerobatics. A few of these pilots are now employed with us at The Aero Club as Grade III
Instructors, whilst two others are mere RPL
holders, going to show that anyone can do it
with a little determination. I would also like
to congratulate Chris Shepherd; a Murrayfield
regular, on recently achieving his RPL and not
hesitating to push on through his training, as
he is now approaching the completion of his
PPL training too!

Chris Shepherd achieving his RPL.

Industry Presentation

O

"Cathay Pacific 2nd Officer, Chris Croce". James Piesse, WAAC Student.

n the 27th April, former student
and now Cathay Pacific 2nd
Officer, Chris Croce returned
to the Royal Aero Club to give
a presentation to students and
other luminaries on his past and present career.
Having started with Cathay in 2016, and
currently flying on a Boeing 777, his typical roster these days consists of 18 days off a
month, a return flight to New York, another to
Vancouver (with a bit of snowboarding on the
side), a lot of eating in Hong Kong and more
travelling throughout SE Asia - I honestly
don’t know how he fits it all in.
Apart from preparing the Captain’s bunk on
board, the hardest part of the job (being a
2nd Officer) was staying alert when he really
wanted to go to bed (clearly a position well
suited towards insomniacs). Although not
getting much stick time (just twiddling some
knobs these days - his words, not mine) and

with most of his take-offs and landings done in
a simulator, Chris was more than happy to just
be a number these days (1 of over 3,000 pilots
working for Cathay). Other than instructing,
Chris thought he couldn’t think of a better job
and was very happy with his current situation.
All of which didn’t happen by chance.
Having studied both PPL and CPL at the college
in 2008, and gaining his Instrument Rating in
2010, Chris spent 3 years as a Flight Instructor
at RACWA accumulating some 1800 hrs
flying time. He then spent 6 years based
in Melbourne working for AUSJET, flying
around, amongst other things, spare organs for
transplant surgery.
Despite only accumulating around 300
hrs flying time per year in the charter
industry - and many more hours washing the
boss's car (and other duties as required), Chris
thoroughly enjoyed his work as part of a small
team, despite having to prepare his own brief-

ing package, fuel his own aircraft and generally associating with passengers and other feepaying types - how things change.
Just like in the CASA exams (where the same
question relating to some important concept
comes up again and again - just to make sure
you understand it), I’ve noticed the same advice
coming from all of the presenters. First and
foremost, although hard work, enjoy your
GA career. Secondly, aviation is the smallest
industry you’re ever likely to work in and
your reputation will precede you. Thirdly,
study hard for any interview - know about the
company and its values, aircraft and operations. And finally, some personal advice from
Chris - do your ATPL exams, log a few night
hours and network. With a combination of the
above, and perhaps a slice of luck (and a buoyant aviation market) maybe one day we can all
be complaining about having to eat too much
food in Hong Kong.

L to R: Fransua Grobler, Remi Tseng and Giovanni Anthony were presented with their Wings by Chris before his presentation.

Letters to the editor
"Ingenuity of the volunteers at YMUL."
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"Extraordinary Instructor - Steve Hvala"
Martin Karl, RACWA Member.

E

xtraordinary Instructor Steve Hvala, has has a long history
of Flying in Jandakot , Northam, Narrogin - you name it. One
Training flight I recall, doing Steep turns, stalling and
incipient spins...the engine stopped...Luckily we had
plenty of height and after frantically working through some 4000ft,
we got the comforting sound of the engine running back, additional
comfort we were actually gliding towards Serpentine Airfield.
That was some 45 years ago, Stephen visits the Club sometimes, usually Friday evening , look for the smiles and you will find him. There
are millions of stories in our fantastic Royal Aero Club, this has
been one of them.

T

his is the Murrayfield Victor Mark1, Mod 3 line marking and
spray painting machine, which is used for line marking.
It consists of a 3kw generator and a 600w airless paint pump
mounted in the ride on mower trailer (the paint pump sits on
top of the 20lt can of paint). Connected to it by a 7.5 meter high pressure
hose is the paint gun spray unit. This is mounted on an old Victa lawn
mower frame.

This is a hold point and taxi way line done by this unit.

L to R: Steve Hvala, Jim Jenkins, Martin Karl.

To operate, one person drives the mower while the other pushes and controls the paint spray (the old throttle control controls the paint gun ).
Tim Smale is controlling the spray unit while John Ridgway is on the mower.
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Jandakot Night Competition #2
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Industry Presentation - RFDS - Terry Robinson
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RPL Weekend Course Commences - Weekend 1

1

CPL Systems

9

Bomber Command Commemoration Flight
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CPL Navigation
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Murrayfield Instrument Circuit Challenge
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CPL Meteorology
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RPL Weekend Course - Weekend 2

15

CPL Aerodynamics

23

RPL Weekend Course - Weekend 3

For more information visit: www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au/events

For more information visit: www.waaviationcollege.com.au/events
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June Weekend

RPL Theory Course
Run over three weekends in June
Saturday 9
Sunday 10

Saturday 16
Sunday 17

Saturday 23
Sunday 24

Time 8:30am - 4:00pm
Course Cost $625*

The Royal Aero Club of WA and Western Australia Aviation College is proud to
announce the Weekend Recreational Pilots Licence (RPL) Theory Course.
This course will run over three weekends in June. A practice paper will be given to the
students, as well as the opportunity to do three in-house cyber-exams before they
attempt the CASA exam. The course also includes WAAC notes.
PPL students can also attend, but the focus is on the RPL syllabus.
*Prices are GST exclusive.

